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Senior Captain Greg Snyder 
Wrigl1t State University 
1998-99 Swin1111i11g & Diving Schedule 
October February 
5 Friday CINCINNATI 5:00 
6 Saturday BUTLER 1:00 
24-27 Wed.- Sat. MCC Championship All Day 
(Chicago, IL) 
HOME MEETS IN BOLD CAPS 
All Times Eastern 
23 Friday at Bowling Green Relays Diving-I I :00 
Swimming-5:00 
Nml'mher 
6 Friday OAKLAND 4:00 
7 Saturday EASTERN MICHIGAN 2:00 
13 Friday at Miami 6:00 
21 Saturday BOWLING GREEN 1:00 
Drcemhl'r 
3-5 Thur.-Sat. at Miami Invitational All Day 
11 Friday at Tampa 4:00 
Januar~ 
2 Saturday atLSU 2:00 
9 Saturday at Wisconsin-Green Bay 2:00 
16 Saturday at Western Kentucky 1:00 [] 11BJjilj ii II t 
18 Monday at Cleveland State 2:00 
with Illinois-Chicago WRIGHT STATE 
22 Friday at Kenyon 6:00 UNIVERSITY 
29 Friday WITTENBERG 6:00 
30 Saturday at Ohio State (Women Only) 1:00 Success Within Your Reach 
' L..I __ W_R_1_G_H_T_S_T_'A_T_E_S_ w_1_M_M_1_N_G_&_D_1v_1N_G _ ___. 
SWIMMING & DIVING ON MEDIAONE 
Selected Wright State athletic events will be shown on MediaOne 
Channel 30 in the Dayton area this year. They will be televised 
on Sundays at 6 P.M., Mondays at 7 P.M. and on Saturdays at 11 
A.M. "Inside Raider Sports" will be telecast on Thursdays at 9:00 
P.M. and Saturdays at 10:30 A.M.The following home swim meets 
will be televised on MediaOne this season. (Dates and times 
subject to change) 
Meet Air Dates 
Oakland Nov. 14, 15 & 16 
Cincinnati Feb. 27, 28 & Mar. 1 
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997- 98 Final Results 
Results 
W 131-98 
L '86Sl42.5 
L 101-136 
at Ball State 'L 83-156 
at Miami Classic 
at Wittenberg 
,LSU 
•· ;wESTERN KY. 
W 
L 
L 
9th/12 teams 
111-89 
24-89 
48-57 
UIC .. .,. ... 
·•··• CLEVELAND ST. W W 
82-31 
60-53 
{XAVIER 
KENYON 
W 
L 
109-69 
135.5-150.5 
at Cincinnati L 69-137 
at MCC Chai:npionship 3rd/6 teams 
WOMEN 
Date Opponent Results 
10/25 UW-GREEN BAY W 128-115 
11n at Eastern Michigan L 94-149 
11/14 MIAMI L 137-163 
ll/21 at Ball State W 92-206 
12/4-6 at Miai:ni Classic 8th/l 1 teams 
1/16 at Wittenberg W 117-108 
1/17 LSU L 31-81 
WESTERNKY. W 68-45 
1/19 UIC W 65-47 
CLEVELAND ST. W 65-47 
1/30 XAVIER W 103-71 
1/31 KENYON L 146-154 
2n at Cincinnati L 68-152 
2/25-28 atMCC Championship 2nd/6 teams 
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
In the tradition of the nation's best universities, Wright colleges and three schools. 
State University is dedicated to teach- .-------
ing, research and service. 
In addition, as a metropolitan uni-
versity near Dayton, Ohio, Wright State 
has the distinct mission of providing 
leadership to improve the quality of life 
for the people of the Miami Valley. 
Wright State's link to area business, 
community and research organizations 
in and around Dayton also offers unique 
educational opportunities. .__~----
The university serves over 16,000 Russ Engineering Center 
students with programs leading to more than 100 undergradu-
ate and 40 graduate and professional degrees through six
------- Wright State offers innovative edu-
cational programs, including doctoral 
programs in biomedical sciences, hu-
man factors and industrial/organizational 
psychology, medicine, and professional 
psychology; the nation's only aerospace 
medicine residency program for civil-
ians; and a post-master's educational 
specialist degree program. 
Wright State's theatre, accounting, 
 chemistry, geology and engineering pro-
gramsarerecognizedforexcellence. The 
___ 
------- ---'
WSU Lake Campus near St. Marys and Celina, Ohio, offers 
associate and prebaccalaureate degrees.  
UNDERGRADU ATE PROGRAMS AND M A JOR S 
College of Business and 
Administration 
Accountancy 
Business Economics 
Finance 
Financial Services 
Human Resources 
Management 
Management 
Management Information 
Systems 
Marketing 
Operations Management 
College of Engineering and 
Computer Science 
Biomedical Engineering 
Computer Engineering 
Computer Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Engineering Physics 
Human Factors Engineering 
Materials Science and 
Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
College of Nursing and 
Health 
Nursing 
College of Science and 
Mathematics 
Biological Sciences 
Chemistry 
Environmental Sciences 
Geological Sciences 
Geophysics 
Ground Water Technology 
Mathematics 
Medical Technology 
Physics 
Psychology 
College of Education and 
Human Services 
Biological Sciences Education 
Business Comprehensive 
Education 
Chemistry Education 
Communications Comprehen 
sive Education 
Computer Science K-12 
Early Childhood Education 
Pre-K/K-P 
Earth Science Education 
Elementary Education 
English Education 
History Education 
Languages Education K-12 
(French, German, Spanish) 
Latin Education 7-12 
Mathematics Education 
Music Education K-12 
Physical Education K-12 
Physics Education 
Rehabilitation Services 
Science Comprehensive 
Education 
Social Studies Comprehensive 
Education 
Special Education 
-Developmentally Handi-
capped 
· 
-Specific Learning 
Disabilities 
-Multihandicapped 
-Orthopedically Handicapped 
Visual Arts Education 
Vocational Business Education 
Vocational Education 
Vocational Marketing 
Education 
Second Teaching Fields Only 
Biological Sciences Education 
Bookkeeping/Basic Business 
Education 
Chemistry Education 
Earth Science Education 
Economics Education 
English Education 
General Science Education 
Geography Education 
History Education 
Mathematics Education 
Physics Education 
Political Science Education 
Psychology/Sociology 
Education 
Speech Education 
College of Liberal Arts 
Acting* 
Anthropology 
Art 
Art History 
Classical Humanities 
Communications Studies 
Dance* 
Directing/Stage Management * 
Economics 
English 
French 
Geography 
German 
Greek" 
History 
International Studies 
Latin" 
Mass Communications 
Modern Languages 
Motion Picture History, 
Theory and Criticism 
Motion Picture Production 
Music* 
Music Compostition * 
Music Education * 
Music History and Literature 
Music Performance 
Music Theory * 
Organizational Communication 
Philosophy 
Political Science 
Religion 
Selected Studies 
Social and Industrial 
Communication (dual major) 
Social Work 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Theatre Design/Technology 
Theatre Studies 
Urban Affairs 
* Audition/interview required 
" Offered by the Department of 
Classics 
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
THE UNIVERSITY SWIMMING AND DIVING 
V The Paul Laurence Dunbar 
Library's Department of Archives 
and Special Collections houses 
one of the world's most complete 
repositories of original docu­
ments, memorabilia and personal 
photographs from the Wright 
brothers. 
V The university's Ervin J. Nutter F•i
Center, completed in 1990, pro-
vides seating for up to 13,000 t=
spectators for events ranging from 
basketball games and entertain­
ment to conferences and com­
mencements. It is home to the 
WSU athletics department and 
sports medicine facilities. 
V Wright State University offers 
the nation's only aerospace medi­
cine residency program for civilians.
V Wright State has won eight con­
ference championships in the last 
seven years. 
V Matt Liddy has combined for 121 
dual-meet wins in his nine years as 
head coach. He has also received 
seven conference Coach of the Year 
awards during that period. 
V 53 swimmers have earned All­
American honors in the program's 
history. 
V Amanda Dieter and Amy Hutch­
inson made a combined total of eight 
appearances in the NCAA Division I 
Championship Meet. 
V The women's swimming and div­
ing team was selected last season as 
an Academic Swimming Team by 
jii;~ 
,;;r-~!!ia"p .... .,.....:...:-:..1.p a.:...._ 
Paul Laurence Dunbar Library 
 the College Swimming Coaches Association of America 
for the sixth straight year. 
V Joaquin Romera was named a GTE Academic All­
American during the 1996-97 season while Kaisa 
Selesniemi was named a Second Team GTE Academic 
All-American last season. 
V Wright State will swim in six different states-Florida, 
Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Ohio and Wisconsin- 1 
this season. 
V Over 80 percent ofWSU's 700 faculty members 
hold advanced degrees. 
V More than 50,000 students have graduated from 
Wright State since 1964, with nearly half of them 
remaining in the greater Dayton area. 
V Over 2100 of Wright State's students live in 
university-affiliated residences on or adjacent to 
the 557-acre main campus. 
V An extensive underground tunnel sys­
tem links most WSU main campus build­
ings, whose modern architecture is nation­
ally recognized for being completely ac­
cessible to people with disabilities. 
V Although most WSU students hold jobs 
on or off campus, many are involved in one 
or more of the 150 student clubs and orga­
nizations that give vibrancy to campus life. 
V The university offers 14 Division I in­
tercollegiate athletic programs and many 
students participate in the intramural sports 
programs. 
The university's four original buildings 
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Year 
1989-90 
1.990-91 
1991-92 1st North Star 
1992-93 .•. lst'Mid-Con. 
1993-94 1st Mid-Cori 
1994-95 ·' ·2ndMCe 
1995-96 lsfMC<: 
1996-97 lstMCC 
1997-,98 ...• .. I 2nd.MCC 
Total 
HEAD COACH 
Matt Liddy 
Head Coach 10th Year 
It definitely has been a decade of excel­
lence for the Wright State swimming program 
under head coach Matt Liddy as the program 
has en joyed some of its greatest success during 
that time. 
Since being named the head coach prior to 
the 1989-90 season, Liddy has guided the 
Raiders to eight conference titles and has re­
ceived six Coach of the Year awards. 
Prior to being named as the head coach, Liddy had a hand in directing 
the Raiders through three successful seasons as an assistant. He helped 
guide the Raider men's and women's teams to five Top 10 finishes at the 
NCAA Division II championships over that three-year period. 
Liddy returned to his alma mater after compiling a 53-20 dual meet 
record as the head coach of the Dayton Northwest YMCA for eight years. 
He coached 78 swimmers to YMCA nationals, including several who 
were nationally ranked in their specific age groups. 
A Dayton native, Liddy was a standout swimmer while attending 
Chaminade-Julienne High School. He was also a four-time YMCA 
national qualifier. Following graduation, he attended Eastern Kentucky 
University for one year before transferring to Wright State. Liddy earned 
a bachelor's degree in education from WSU in 1985. 
Liddy has three children, Jeremy, Kayleigh and Tyler, and resides 
with his wife, Lisa, in Englewood, Ohio. 
NCAA Qualifiers 
Amanda Dieter 
x~F i . Event 
1992..::.93 100 Backstroke 
1992-93 
- ,1992-93 
50 Freestyle 
100 Freestyle 
1.i~U-94 
1993-94+ 
50 Freestyle 
100 Freestyle 
Year vent ... ff' 
1994..:'..95 0 "'. eterbiy1fig 
1994..:'..95 Three-Meter Diving 
1994-95 Ten-Meter Divipg 
Amy Hutchinson 
· 
r,, 
.•.. ~ l 
The Liddy Years 
Men 
Year . Dual · conference 
Record Finish 
1989-90 7-4 
1990-91 7-5 
1991-92 7-5 1st Mid-Con 
1992-93 .... .. 2nd MidcCon 
1993-94 < 2ndMid:Con 
1994-95 2ndMCC 
1995-96 lstMCC 
1996-97 lstMCC 
1997-,98 
Total >t 
Women 
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COACHING STAFF 
Paul Graham LiyiWang Harold Miller 
Assistant Swimming 
Coach 
Fourth Year 
Head Diving 
Coach 
Eighth Year 
Assistant Diving 
Coach 
Ninth Year 
Paul Graham is entering his fourth 
year with the Wright State coaching 
staff. Before corning to WSU, Gra­
ham spent one year as assistant coach 
of the Dayton Raiders. Prior to that, 
he spent five years as head swim­
ming coach of the Valley Area swim 
team in Harrisonburg, VA, where he 
tutored 34 YMCA All-Americans, 
two Junior National Qualifiers and 
eight USS Top 16 qualifiers. 
While in Harrisonburg, Graham 
was also a volunteer assistant coach 
for the James Madison University 
men's and women's swimming 
teams, which were both three-time 
Colonial Athletic Association cham­
pions. Graham's previous experi­
ence includes stints as interim assis­
tant coach for the Dayton Raiders, 
assistant coach for the Beavercreek 
YMCA and a year as a volunteer 
assistant for Wright State. 
A four-year letterwinner in swim­
ming for Marshall University, Gra­
ham graduated from there in 1988 
with a degree in sports management 
and marketing. He currently resides 
in Dayton, Ohio. 
Head diving coach Liyi Wang has 
made some indelible marks in his seven 
seasons at Wright State. In 1991-92, he 
coached the North Star Conference Diver 
of the Year, Jodi Train, and helped her 
earn 1993 Mid-Continent Conference 
Female Diver of the Year honors as 
well. In 1994, he led Amy Hutchinson 
to become the Mid-Continent 
Conference's Female Diver of the Year 
and then directed her to the same award 
in the MCC in 1995. In 1997, both Jared 
Bitner and Karen Lesh were named as 
the MCC Divers of the Meet for the men 
and women, respectively. The numbers 
are up in the diving program, and the 
foundation for a great future has been 
laid. 
Prior to coming to WS U, Wang was 
an assistant diving coach at Princeton 
University for two years. Born in Shang­
hai, Wang was an accomplished diver 
himself as a member of the Shanghai 
diving team from 1960 to 1971, earning 
fourth place in the 1965 Chinese Na­
tional Games. Wang then coached the 
Shanghai divers for six years and spent 
10 years at the helm of China's national 
team when three of his female divers 
were World Cup champions. Wang also 
led China's Olympic squads in 1980, 
1984 and 1988. 
Wang graduated from the Shanghai 
Physical Education Institute in 1966. 
He was awarded the Chinese All-Sports 
Honorable Award, which is the highest 
award given by the Chinese Sports Fed­
eration. 
Wang resides in Dayton, Ohio, with 
his son, Pei Chang Wang. 
Harold Miller enters his ninth sea­
son as the Raiders' assistant diving 
coach, but he has definitely played a 
role in the development of the pro­
gram after a stint as Wright State's 
head coach from 1973-80. Miller 
started the Dayton Raiders diving 
club in 1973 and has coached 11 All­
Americans, two YMCA National 
Champions and one National Junior 
Olympic Champion. As assistant 
diving coach, he is responsible for 
many tasks of both the swimming 
and diving programs. The father of 
former Raider standout Rick Miller, 
he and his wife, Kay, live in 
Centerville, Ohio. 
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1 998-99 ROSTERS 
MEN 
Name Ht. Yr. Event Hometown/High School 
Jon Averyt 6-4 Fr. Free/Breast Westerville, OH/North 
Mike Besco 5-10 Jr. Breast Centerville, OH/Centerville 
Jared Bickel 5-11 Fr. Diving Gahanna, OH/Lincoln 
Scott Bradley 5-7 Fr. Free Yellow Springs, OH/Yellow Springs 
Ryan Brown 6-1 Fr. Free/Fly West Carrollton, OH/West Carrollton 
Ben Canini 5-10 Jr. Fly Pickerington, OH/Pickerington 
Adam Cicora 6-1 Jr. Free Stow, OH/Stow 
Richard Greves 6-2 Jr. Free/IM Davis, CA/Davis 
Ryan Heyob 6-1 Fr. Free Cincinnati , OH/Elder 
Tom Huber 5-9 Fr. Breast/IM Cincinnati, OH/Winton Woods 
Matt Kirchner 6-1 Fr. Free Hamilton, OH/Ross 
Don Koenig 5-8 Fr. Free Columbia, MO/Hickman 
Kristopher MacKinlay 6-0 Fr. Breast/IM Fort Lauderdale, FLNictorictoria Ocanpo 
Warrick Mann 6-1 Fr. Diving Melbourne, Australia/Scotch 
Jason Rieskamp 6-0 Jr. Free/Fly Cincinnati, OH/Elder 
Jason Schwartz 5-11 Sr. Back/Fly Fort Lauderdale, FL/Fort Lauderdale 
Greg Snyder * 6-0 Sr. Free/Fly Dublin, OH/Dublin 
Erik Spieler * 6-3 Sr. Free Kristiansand, Norway/Gimle Vidergaaende 
Jeremy Stiles 6-0 Jr. Breast/IM Harrisburg, IL/Carterville 
Tony Taphorn 6-0 Sr. Free Cincinnati, OH/St. Xavier 
Justin Thornton 6-0 So. Back/IM Urbana, OH/Graham 
WOMEN 
Name Ht. Yr. Event Hometown/High School 
Suji Allen 5-4 Sr. Fly Fairborn, OH/Fairborn 
Noelle Bailey 5-7 Fr. Breast Tipp City, OH/Tippecanoe 
Stephanie Besco * 5-5 Sr. Breast/IM Centerville, OH/Centerville 
Kristin Cusimano 5-7 Sr. Free Indian Harbour Beach, FL/Satellite 
Sheila Dalton 5-2 Fr. Diving Amelia, OH/ Amelia 
Alicia Duffey 5-7 Sr. Fly/IM Defiance, OH/ Ayers ville 
Kristi Gossett 5-2 Fr. Diving Centerville, OH/Centerville 
Julie Graham* 5-6 Sr. Breast/IM Middletown, OH/Middletown 
Sarah Green 5-7 Jr. Free West Carrollton, OH/West Carrollton 
Mindy Ickes 5-6 So. Breast/IM Fremont, OH/Ross 
Ellen Musk 5-5 Sr. Fly/Free Fort Wright, KY/Notre Dame Academy 
Chasi Riley 5-7 So. Back/Fly Hastings, MN/Hastings 
Melissa Schmidt 5-8 Fr. Back/Free Kenosha, WI/Tremper 
Lindsay Schoettinger 5-6 Jr. Free Englewood, OH/Northmont 
Katie Scholl 5-5 Fr. Back/IM Springfield, OH/North 
Kaisa Selesniemi 5-5 Sr. Fly/IM Kajaani, Finland/Linnan Lukio 
Mindy VanDuyne 5-6 So. Diving Ashland, OH/ Ashland 
Stephanie Waldbillig 5-8 Fr. Fly Cincinnati, OH/Roger Bacon 
Andrea Webster 5-5 So. Diving Wilmington, OH/Wilmington 
Marianne Wilson 5-8 So. Free Euclid, OH/Euclid 
Sarah Wiseman 5-8 Jr. Fly Galion, OH/Galion 
* Indicates team captain 
Head Coach: Matt Liddy 
Assistant Coach: Paul Graham 
Diving Coach: Liyi Wang 
Assistant Diving Coach: Harold Miller 
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RAIDER PROFILES 
Senior Kristin Cusimano won the 200, 500 and 1650 free 
events at the MCC Championships, earning her MCC 
Swimmer of the Meet honors. 
Senior Ellen Musk has placed in the 
top three in the M CC in the I 00 and 
200 fly competitions in each of her 
three seasons at WSU. 
Senior Julie Graham won the I 00 breast competition at 
· the MCC Championships, giving her five conference 
titles in her first three years. 
1998 MCC Swimmers of the Meet 
Left to right: Senior Kristin Cusimano 
and junior Jason Rieskamp 
RAIDER PROFILES 
SujiAllen Mike Besco Stephanie Besco 
Senior 5-4 
Fly 
Fairborn, OW 
Fairborn 
1997-98: Finished tenth in the 200 
fly, 13th in the 100 fly and 14th in 
the 200 IM at the MCC Champion­
ships ... posted team's third best 
times of the season in the 100 and 
200 fly. 
1996-97: Posted times of 2:17 .61 
in the 200 fly, 1:01.67 in the 100 fly 
and 2: 19. 09 in the 200 IM during 
the preliminary rounds of the MCC 
Championships. 
1995-96: Placed seventh in the 200 
fly and tenth in the 100 fly at the 
MCC Championships ... posted 
WSU's third best time in the 100 
fly. 
Prep: Set school record in 100 fly 
... also competed in volleyball. 
Personal: Born Suji Allen on Janu­
ary 6, 1977 .. .is the daughter of 
Sandy and Kumcha Allen and has 
one sister.. .is majoring in business 
management. 
Allen's career Best Times 
100 Fly: l :0l.25 
200 Fly: 2:14.41 
200 IM; 2:16.8 
Junior 5-10 
Breast 
Centerville, OW 
Centerville 
1997-98: Won the 200 breast compe­
tition at the MCCs and was part of the 
winning 200 and 400 medley relay 
teams ... finished third in the MCC 
meetinthe lO0breast...postedWSU's 
best times in the 100 breast (57.81) 
and 200 breast (2:04.78) and was part 
of the top 200 and 400 medley relay 
teams. 
1996-97: Won the MCC 200 breast 
preliminaries with a time of 2:06.44 
and finished fourth in that event in 
the finals ... placed fifth in the 100 
breast (58.06) ... had WSU's second 
best time in the 200 breast (2:06.14). 
Prep: Team captain as a senior. .. holds 
school record in the 100 breast 
(59.24) ... qualifiedin both a relay and 
an individual event for the state meet 
as a senior. . .lettered twice during high 
school career. 
Personal: Born Michael Thomas 
Besco on February 14, 1978 .. .is the son 
of Thomas and Anita Besco and has 
two sisters ... sister Stephanie competes 
on the women's squad .. .is majoring in 
management information systems. 
Besco's Career Best Times 
100 Breast: :57.01 
200 Breast: 2:04.78 
Senior 5-5 
Breast/IM 
Centerville, OW 
Centerville 
Team captain ... 1997-98: Posted WSU's third 
best time of the season in the 200 breast... part 
of 400 medley relay team that had the fifth­
best time of the year. 
1996-97: Was part of 200 and 400 medley 
relay teams that won MCC titles ... won MCC 
crown in 100 breast and was second in 200 
breast and in 200 IM ... posted WSU's top time 
in 100 breast and was second in 200 breast and 
200 IM. 
1995-96: Set a school and an MCC Champi­
onship record in the 100 breast...placed sec­
ond behind teammate Julie Graham in the 200 
breast during the MCCs .. . part of the MCC 
champion 200 medley relay team that set a 
new MCC meet record ... part of the 400 med­
ley relay team that won a conference champi­
onship. 
1994-95: Runner-up finish in the 100 breast at 
the MCC Championships set a team-best time 
for the season ... finished sixth in the 200 breast 
after logging a team-best time in the 
preliminaries ... took 14th in the 200 individual 
medley ... was part of the MCC champion 200 
medley relay and the second-place 400 med­
ley relay. 
Prep: Three-time high school All­
American ... Ohio state runner-up and national 
qualifier in the 100 breast...won the Western 
Ohio League four years straight. 
Personal: Born Stephanie S. Besco on De­
cember 29, 1975 .. .is the daughter of Thomas 
and Anita Besco and has one brother and one 
sister. .. brother Mike competes on the men's 
squad .. .is majoring in psychology. 
Besco's Career Best Times 
100 Breast: l :04.44 
200 Breast: 2:21 .15 
200 IM: 2:07.2 
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BenCanini Adam Cicora Kristin Cusimano 
Junior 5-10 
Fly 
Pickerington, OH/ 
Pickerington 
1997-98: Placed 14th in the 200 fly at 
the MCC ChampionshiR,S ... part of 200 
medley relay team that posted the 
fourth best time of the season for the 
Raiders. 
Before WSU: Competed at John 
Brown University during the 1996-
97 season ... finished fourth in the 200 
fly at the New Southern Intercolle­
giateLeague Championships ... eamed 
two letters in swimming at 
Pickerington High School. 
Personal: Born Benjamin Patrick 
Canini on September 2, 1977 .. .is the 
son of Patrick and Patricia Canini and 
has one brother .. .is majoring in physi­
cal education/health. 
Junior 6-1 
Free 
Stow, OH/ 
Stow 
1997-98: Placed second in the 200 free 
and sixth in the 500 and 1650 free at the 
MCC meet. .. part of the conference-win­
ning 800 free relay team ... member of the 
200,400 and 800 free relay teams that set 
WSU best times of the season ... recorded 
team's second-best time in the 200 free 
and third in the 500 and 1650 free. 
1996-97: Recorded Wright State's sec­
ond best times of the season in the 200 
free, 1000 free and 1650 free ... was part 
of 800 free relay team that finished sec­
ond at the MCCs ... finished fifth at the 
conference meet in the 200 free, seventh 
in the 1650 free and ninth in the 500 free. 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Bulldogs ... two-time Most Valuable 
Swimmer in high school...holds school 
records in the 200 free, 100 free and 500 
free ... was a two-time district champ in 
the 500 free and was a district champ in 
the 200 free as a senior ... competed in the 
state meet in the 200 free and 500 free as 
a senior and in the 500 free as a junior. 
Personal: Born William Adam Cicora on 
September 13, 1977 .. .is the son of Bill and 
Pam Cicora and has one brother.. .is major­
ing in business education. 
Senior 5-7 
Free 
Indian Harbour Beach, FU 
Satellite 
1997-98: Named the MCC Swimmer of 
the Meet after winning the 200, 500 and 
1650 free events .. . also part of the 400 and 
800 free relay teams that fini shed second 
at the MCC's .. . posted WSU ' s best times 
of the season in the 200, 500, 1000 and 
1650 free and was part of the top 400 and 
800 free relay teams . 
1996-97: Was the MCC champion in the 
500 free and in the 1650 free ... placed 
ninth in the 200 free .. . posted WSU's top 
times in the 500 free , 1000 free , 1650 free 
and was part of the top 800 free relay 
team. 
1995-96: Named the MCC's Newcomer 
of the Year ... won MCC championships in 
the 500 free and in the 1650 free .. . placed 
second in the 200 free during the 
MCCs ... set school records in the 1000 
free and 1650 free . 
Prep: Led Satellite High School to a run­
ner-up finish in both the 1994 and 1995 
state meets ... state champion in the 500 
free as a junior ... finished fifth in the 200 
free and sixth in the 500 free at the state 
meet her senior year ... two-time confer­
ence champion in both the 200 and 500 
free ... named team Most Valuable Athlete 
as ajunior. .. three-year all-conference and 
all-district honoree ... also a Junior National 
Qualifier as a USS Swimming participant. 
Personal: Born Kristin Renee Cusimano 
on October 24, 1976 .. .is the daughter of 
George and Linda Cusimano and has one 
sister .. .is majoring in psychology . 
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Alicia Duffey Julie Graham Sarah Green 
Senior 5-7 
Fly/IM 
Defiance, OH/ 
Ayersville 
1997-98: Placed 11th in the 400 IM 
and 16th in the 100 and 200 fly events 
at the MCC Championships ... recorded 
WSU' s fourth-best time in the 100 
back, fifth-best in the 200 fly and 400 
IM and sixth-best in the 100 fly. 
1996-97: Posted times of 2:19.31 in 
the 200 fly, 2:24.22 in the 200 back 
and 5:07 .07 in the 400 IM at the MCC 
Championships. 
1995-96: Finished 12th in the 200 fly 
(2 :23.71) at the MCC Championships. 
Prep: Four-time team Most Valuable 
Athlete at Ayersville ... placed third in 
both the 100 butterfly and 200 indi­
vidual medley at the sectional meet 
her senior year. .. was 13th in the 100 
fly and 16th in the 200 IM at the 
district championships ... owns Ayers­
ville school record in the 100 fly .. . four­
year letterwinner in swimming, cross 
country and tennis. 
Personal: Born Alicia Mae Duffey on 
October 22, 1976 .. . is the daughter of 
William and Penelope Duffey and has 
one brother and one sister .. .is major­
ing in rehabilitation. 
Duffey's career Best Times 
100 Fly: ··· 1 :05.0 
200 Fly: 2: 19.0 
t 400 IM: 4:56.72 
Senior 5-6 
Breast/IM 
Middletown, OH/ 
Middletown 
Team captain ... 1997-98: Won the 200 breast 
and placed second in the 100 breast and 200 
IM at the MCC Championships ... part of the 
MCC runner-up 400 medley relay team and 
third-place 200 medley relay team .. . recorded 
WSU ' s best times in the 100 and 200 breast 
and second-best time in the 200 IM and was 
part of the top 200 and 400 medley relay teams 
of the year. 
1996-97: Won MCC titles in the 200 breast 
and in the 200 IM ... the times in those two 
events were the top times of the season for 
WSU as well. .. finished third at the MCCs in 
the 100 breast. 
1995-96: Set an MCC meet record in winning 
the 200 breast...also won a conference title in 
the 200 individual medley ... placed second in 
the 100 breast. 
Prep: Finished among the top 10 in the 100 
breaststroke at the Ohio State Championships 
in each of her four years at Middletown High 
School, including third place as a senior. .. holds 
the MHS school mark in the 100 breast. .. three­
year first team All-Greater Miami Conference 
selection ... conference and sectional champion 
in the 100 breast both her junior and senior 
years .. . selected as MHS team Most Valuable 
Athlete three years ... YMCA Short Course 
National Qualifier six times and Long Course 
National Qualifier four times . 
Personal: Born Julie Susanne Graham on April 
5, 1977 ... is the daughter of Ri chard Graham 
and Susan Graham and has one brother and 
one sister .. .is majoring in elementary educa-
tion. 
Graharn's Career Best Times 
100 Breast: 1 :04.7 
200 Breast: 2:21.0 
200 IM: 2:07.0 
Junior 5-7 
Free 
West Carrollton, OH/ 
West Carrollton 
1997-98: Placed fourth in the 100 
free, sixth in the 200 free and sev­
enth in the 50 free at the MCC 
Championships ... also part of the 
runner-up 400 and 800 free and 400 
medley relay teams and third place 
200 free relay teams at the 
MCCs ... recorded WSU's top times 
in the 50 and 100 free and part of 
four top relay teams. 
1996-97: Finished sixth in the 100 
free, seventh in the 50 free and 
tenth in the 200 free at the MCC 
Championships .. . had WSU's sec­
ond best times in the 50 free and 
100 free ... part of 200 and 400 free 
relay teams that finished third at the 
conference meet. 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Pirates ... team captain as a 
senior...also lettered all four years 
in cross country and track. 
Personal: Born Sarah Lynlee Green 
on August 30, 1978 .. .is the daugh­
ter of Dana and Billie Green .. .is 
majoring in elementary education. 
Green's Career Best Times 
·• 
50 Free: :24.9 
100 Free: :53.6 
200 Free: 1 :57.0 
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Mindy Ickes Ellen Musk Jason Rieskamp 
Sophomore 5-6 
Breast/IM 
Fremont, OH/ 
Ross 
1997-98: Placed third in the 200 
breast, fourth in the 100 breast and 
12th in the 500 free at the MCC 
Championships ... part of the runner­
up 800 free relay team at the 
MCCs ... had WSU's second-best 
times in the 1000 free, 100 and 200 
breast and had the third-best times 
in the 400 IM and 1650 free. 
Prep: Lettered all four years · in 
swimming for the Little Giants ... 
holds school records in the 200 IM, 
500 free and 100 breast and was 
part of three relay teams that set 
school marks ... was an All-Great 
Lakes League, all-district and all­
state selection as well as an NISCA 
All-American. 
Personal: Born Melinda Jo Ickes 
on April 5, 1979 .. .is the daughter of 
Melissa Ickes .. .is majoring in bio­
medical engineering. 
Senior 5-5 
Fly/Free 
Fort Wright, KY/ 
Notre Dame Academy 
1997-98: Finished second in the 200 fly and 
third in the 100 fly and 500 free at the MCC 
Championships ... was part of the runner-up 
400 and 800 free relay teams at the MCCs 
and third-place 200 free and 200 medley 
relay teams .. . recorded WSU' s top times in 
the 100 and 200 fly and second-best times in 
the 500 and 1650 free ... member of the Raid­
ers' top 200, 400 and 800 free relay and 200 
medley relay teams of the year. 
1996-97: Had Wright State's top times in 
the 200 free and 200 fly and was second in 
the 500 free, 1000 free and 1650 free ... was 
also part of top 400 free and 400 medley 
relay teams and the 200 medley relay team 
that won the MCC title ... won MCC crown in 
200 fly and placed third in 500 free and in 
1650 free. 
1995-96: Received Most Improved Award .. . 
MCC champion in the 200 fly ... fini shed 
third in the 500 free and in the 1650 free. 
Prep: As a senior captain, was Kentucky 
state runner-up in the 500 freestyle and took 
fourth place in the 100 butterfly ... scored in 
the 500 free all four years at both the re­
gional and state championships .. . helped 
Notre Dame Academy to a runner-up fini sh 
at the 1995 Kentucky State Championships 
after the squad won both the conference and 
regional titles. 
Personal: Born Ellen Courtney Musk on 
January 23 , 1977 ... is the daughter of Frank 
and Marcia Musk and has two sisters .. .is 
majoring in elementary education. 
·•·· Musk's Career Best Times 
00 Fly:• ... :58,3 
200 Fly: 2:07.6 
500 Free: 5:05.1 
Junior 6-0 
Free/Fly 
Cincinnati, OH/ 
Elder 
1997-98: Selected as the Men's Swimmer 
of the Meet at the MCC Championships 
after winning the 100 free and 200 free and 
was a part of the 200 and 400 medley and 
800 free relay teams that took conference 
titles ... placed third in the 50 free at the 
MCC' s ... posted WSU' s best times in three 
different free events and was part of the 
best 200 and 800 free relay times. 
1996-97: Recorded WSU top time in 100 
free .. . part of 200 free and 200 medley 
relay teams that set MCC and WSU 
records ... member of MCC runner-up 400 
medley relay team ... won 100 free prelimi­
naries and placed third in the 
finals .. . finished second in 50 free and sev­
enth in 100 fly . 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the Pan­
thers and was a captain in two of those 
years ... was a two-year Most Valuable 
Player. .. competed in the 50 free, 100 free 
and in the 200 and 400 free relay at the 
state meet...was named an All-American 
in the 100 free and was a national qualifier 
in that event as a junior ... selected as the 
Greater Catholic League's Swimmer of 
the Year as a senior. .. holds five school 
records and set four of those as a senior. 
Personal: Born Jason Edward Rieskamp 
on March 2, 1978 .. .is the son of Joe and 
Sharon Rieskamp and has three sisters and 
one brother...is majoring in finance. 
1 Rleskamp's career Best Times 
50 Free; :21 .0 
100 Free: :45.1 
200 Free: 1 :40,8 
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ChasiRiley Jason Schwartz Kaisa Selesniemi 
Sophomore 5-7 
Back/Fly 
Hastings, MN/ 
Hastings 
1997-98: Won the 200 IM at the 
MCC Championships and finished 
fourth in the 100 fly and 100 
back. .. part of the runner-up 400 free 
and medley relay teams at the MCCs 
and the third place 200 free and med­
ley relay teams ... posted WSU's best 
time in the 200 IM and second-best in 
the 100 fly and 100 and 200 back. 
Prep: Competed all four years for the 
Raiders of Hastings High School... team 
MVP as a junior. .. was a four-time all­
conference selection, all-state twice and 
received All-American consideration 
twice ... team won the state title in 1995 
and was runner-up in 1996 ... placed in 
the state meet in the 100 fly, and 100 
back ... also lettered in track. 
Personal: Born Chasi Sue Riley on 
August 19, 1979 .. .is the daughter of 
Dennis and Sue Riley and has two 
brothers .. .is majoring in athletic train­
mg. 
RIiey's Career Best Times ····· 
100 Back: ...... :58.8 
200 IM: 2:07.7 
100 Fly: :58.7 
Senior 5-11 
Back/Fly 
Fort Lauderdale, FL/ 
Fort Lauderdale 
1997-98: Sat out the season due to injury. 
1996-97: Named the Outstanding Swimmer 
of the MCC meet...recorded Raider top times 
in the 50 free , 200 free, 100 back, 200 back and· 
100 fly , which also set a new school 
record ... was part of 200 free relay, 800 free 
relay, 200 medley relay and 400 medley relay 
teams that set WSU top times ... his times in the 
100 fly and 100 back won the MCC title and 
set new conference records ... also won the MCC 
crown in the 200 back ... part of the 200 free and 
medley teams that set MCC and WSU records. 
1995-96: Was the MCC champion in the 100 
back, 200 back and 100 fly, tying for the most 
individual championships at the meet...also 
was part of the 200 medley relay and 400 
medley relay teams that were MCC 
champions ... was part of the 400 free relay 
team that placed third ... set school records in 
100 back and 100 fly and was part of 200 
medley relay team that set a new WSU pool 
record. 
1994-95: While only a rookie, claimed MCC 
titles in both the 100 and 200 backstroke, 
setting new meet and school records in the 100 
back ... also helped the 200 medley, 400 med­
ley and 400 freestyle relay teams notch con­
ference titles ... MCC runner-up in the 100 fly . 
Prep: Florida state champion in the 100 
back .. . two-time high school All-American. 
Personal: Born Jason Edward Schwartz on 
July 3, 1975 .. .is the son of Edward and Cathy 
Schwartz and has one sister...is majoring in 
English. 
Schwartz's Cartt~n Best Times 
100 Back: :49.0 
100 Fly: :48.5 
200 Free: l :41 .2 
Senior 5-5 
Fly/IM 
Kajaani, Finland/ 
Linnan Lukio 
1997-98: Placed se.cond in the 400 IM 
and fourth in the 200 fly and 200 IM at 
the MCC Championships .. . recorded 
WSU' stop times in the 400 IM, second­
best in the 200 fly and third-best in the 
200 IM ... selected to the District IV GTE 
Academic All-America Team and was 
named to the second team on the na­
tional level. 
1996-97: Finished runner-up in the 400 
IM at the MCCs and third in the 200 
fly ... placed tenth in the 200 IM ... re­
corded the second best time for a Raider 
in the 200 fly and 400 IM. 
1995-96: Finished second in the 200 fly 
at the MCC Championships ... placed 
third in the 400 individual medley and 
10th in the 200 individual medley. 
Prep: Took seventh place in the 200 
butterfly at the 1995 Finnish National 
Championships ... runner-up in the 200 
fly at an international meet in 1995 which 
included participants from Finland, 
Sweden and Norway ... was the runner­
up in the 200 fly at the 1994 Finnish 
National Championships. 
Personal: Born Kai sa Leena Selesniemi 
on November 2, 1976 .. .is the daughter 
of Aulis and Pirjo Selesniemi and has 
two sisters .. .is majoring in biological 
sciences. 
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Greg Snyder Erik Spieler TonyTaphorn 
Senior 6-0 
Free/Fly 
Dublin, OH/ 
Dublin 
Team captain ... 1997-98: Finished third in 
the 100 and 200 fly and fifth in the 500 
free at the MCC Championships ... part of 
the winning 200 and 400 medley relay 
teams as well as the 800 free relay team at 
the MCCs .. . set Raider top times in the 100 
fly and had the second-best times in the 
50, 100 and 500 free and 200 fly. 
1996-97: Set or was part of Raider top 
time efforts in the 500 free, 200 fly, 800 
free relay and 400 medley relay ... placed 
fourth at the MCC Championships in the 
500 free, fifth in the 200 fly and sixth in 
the 100 fly. 
1995-96: Placed third in 500 free and 
sixth in 100 fly at the MCC Champion­
ships ... part of 200 medley relay and 400 
medley relay teams that won MCC titles 
... member of 200 medley relay team that 
set new WSU pool record. 
Prep: Selected team Most Valuable Swim­
mer twice ... won sectional title in the 100 
freestyle as a senior, then went on to finish 
fifth in the event at the district meet...took 
fourth place in the district and 12th at the 
state championship in the 100 
butterfly ... holds Dublin High School 
records in the 50, 100, 200 and 500 free, 
100 fly, 200 medley relay, 200 free relay 
and 400 free relay. 
Personal: Born Gregory Brian Snyder on 
June 16, 1976 .. .is the son of Robert and 
Cheryl Snyder and has two sisters .. .is 
majoring in chemistry education. 
Senior 6-3 
Free 
Kristiansand, Norway/ 
Gimle Vidergaaende 
Team captain ... 1997-98: Placed 
third in the 1650 free and fourth in 
the 200 and 500 free at the MCC 
Championships ... part of the win­
ning 800 free relay team and run­
ner-up 200 free relay team at the 
MCCs ... posted WSU's top times in 
the 500, 1000 and 1650 free and 
was on the best 200, 400 and 800 
free relay teams of the year. 
Prep: Placed third in the 200 free at 
the Norwegian Long Course Na­
tionals in 1997 and third in the 100 
free in the 1998 Nationals. 
Personal: Born Erik Spieler on 
April 30, 1974 .. .is the son of Jan 
and Lise Spieler and has two 
brothers .. .is majoring in computer 
science. 
pieter•Scareefeest Times ... 
200 Free: ··•·• l :42.3 · / 
500 Free: 4:36.4 
650 Free: 16:10.3 
Senior 6-0 
Free 
Cincinnati, OH/ 
St. Xavier 
1997-98: Finished fourth in the 1650 free, 
seventh in the 500 free and 11th in the 200 
free at the MCC Championships ... recorded 
WSU 's second-best time in the 1000 free 
and fourth-best in the 200 and 500 free. 
1996-97: Placed third in the 500 free pre­
liminaries at the MCC meet and was fifth in 
the final s ... finished seventh in the 200 free 
prelims and eighth overall and was fourth 
in the 1650 free final...posted WSU's top 
times in the 1000 free and 1650 free and 
was second in the 500 free. 
1995-96: Finished second in the 1650 free, 
fourth in the 500 free and sixth in the 200 
free during the MCC Championships ... was 
part of the 800 free relay team that finished 
second .. . his top times in the 200 free, 500 
free, 1000 free, l 650 free and 200 fly were 
among the three top times posted by WSU 
during the season. 
Prep: District champion and sectional run­
ner-up in the 500 freestyle as a senior. .. 
finished 10th in that event at the Ohio State 
Championships ... earned All-Greater Catho­
lic League honors and named team Most 
Improved Swimmer during junior season ... 
helped St. Xavier to four straight Greater 
Catholic League, sectional, district and state 
titles ... part of the 1992 national champion 
team. 
Personal: Born Anthony William Taphorn 
on March 22, 1977 .. .is the son of Bill and 
Judie Taphorn and has two brothers and 
one sister .. .is majoring in mechanical engi­
neering. 
p Taphom'sCOreer Best Times .... 
500 Free: 4:36.2 
1000 Free: 9:34.3 
1650 Free: 15:48.0 
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Mindy VanDuyne Andrea Webster Marianne Wilson 
Sophomore 5-6 
Diving 
Ashland, OH/ 
Ashland 
Sophomore 5-5 
Diving 
Wilmington, OH/ 
Wilmington 
Sophomore 5-8 
Free 
Euclid, OH/ 
Euclid 
1997-98: Finished 10th in the 3 
meter diving competition and the 
11th in 1 meter diving at the MCC 
Championships .. . recorded WSU' s 
second-best scores in both events 
during the season. 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Arrows ... holds school's diving 
records ... placed fourth in , the 
sectionals and 10th in the districts 
as a semor. 
Personal: Born Melinda Renee 
VanDuyne on October 2, 1978 .. .is 
the daughter of Ken and Sherry 
VanDuyne and has one brother and 
two sisters .. .is majoring in elemen-
tary education. 
1997-98: Placed 13th in both the 1
meter and 3 meter diving competi­
tion at the MCC Championships ... 
recorded WSU's third-best scores
in both events during the season. 
Prep: Was an All-Fort Ancient Val­
ley Conference selection as well as
all-district ... won league diving title
along with Warren County champi­
onship ... also lettered in cross coun­
try and track. 
Personal: BornAndreaC. Webster
on May 6, 1979 .. .is the daughter of
Elmer and Donna Webster. . .is ma-
joring in biological sciences. 
 
 
 
 
 
1997-98: Recorded WSU's third-
best time of the year in the 50 free 
and sixth-best time in the 200 
free ... finished 15th at the MCC' sin 
the 50 free and 200 free. 
Prep: Lettered all four years m 
swimming for Euclid. 
Personal: Born Marianne Beth 
Wilson on April 30, 1979 .. .is the 
daughter of Jim and Ann Wilson 
and has two sisters .. .is majoring in 
nursing. 
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Sarah Wiseman 
Junior 5-8 
Fly 
Galion, OH/ 
Galion 
1997-98: Finished sixth in the 400 
IM, seventh in the 200 fly and 12th 
in the 200 IM at the MCC Cham­
pionships ... recorded WSU' s fourth­
best time of the season in the 200 
IM, 200 back, 200 fly and 400 IM. 
1996-97: Placed fifth at the MCCs 
in the 200 fly, eighth in the 100 fly 
and 12th in the 200 IM ... notched 
WSU top time in the 100 fly. 
Prep: Was team captain and Most 
Valuable Player as a senior ... placed 
second in 100 fly and third in the 
200 IM in the districts as a 
senior ... holds three school records ... 
lettered all four years in cross coun­
try and twice qualified for the 
regionals ... also lettered twice in 
track ... was a three-time national 
qualifier with the Mansfield Waves 
Swim team. 
Personal: Born Sarah Marie 
Wiseman on January 27, 1978 .. .is 
the daughter of Russell and Deborah 
Wiseman and has one sister...is 
majoring in rehabilitation/psychol­
ogy. 
Jon Averyt 
Freshman 6-4 Free/Breast 
Westerville, OH/North 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Warriors ... was a junior national qualifier and a 
top 16 qualifier in the 200 free relay ... team 
captain as a junior and senior. 
Personal: Born Jonathan Davis Averyt on April 20, 1980 .. .is the son 
of Steven and Sharon Averyt and has one brother and one sister. . .is 
majoring in computer engineering. 
Noelle Bailey 
Freshman 5-7 Breast 
Tipp City, OHffippecanoe 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the Red 
Devils ... holds school records in the 200 IM and 
100 breast...also lettered three years in soccer. 
Personal: Born Noelle Renee Bailey on November 21, 1979 .. .is the 
daughter of Todd and Geralyn Bailey and has one brother. .. majoring in 
communications. 
Jared Bickel 
Freshman 5-11 Diving 
Gahanna, OH/Lincoln 
Prep: Lettered twice in diving for Lincoln ... won 
the Ohio Capital Conference ' s 1 meter diving 
competition as a senior after placing second as 
a junior. .. also lettered in track. 
Personal: Born Jared Scott Rodney Bickel on September 4, 1980 .. .is 
the son of Rodney and Denisha Bickel and has one brother and one 
sister ... majoring in management information systems. 
Bicket' 
Lm.(lO .. 
j 3 m. (11 div~s): 
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Scott Bradley 
Freshman 5-7 Free 
Yellow Springs, OH/Yellow Springs 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Bulldogs ... placed seventh in the 200 free and 
11th in the 500 free in the sectionals ... holds 
school records in six events. 
Personal: Born Scott Justin Bradley on April 26, 1980 .. .is the son of 
David Bradley and Theresa Schwellerand has one brother. . .is majoring 
in computer engineering . 
. . Kristi Gossett 
Freshman 5-2 Diving 
Centerville, OH/Centerville 
Prep: Was an all-district selection for the 
Elks ... placed second at the districts and seventh 
at state ... three-time scholar-athlete ... also let­
tered in gymnastics. 
Personal: Born Kristi Michelle Gossett on January 19, 1980 .. .is the 
daughter of Mark and Kim Gossett and has one sister. . .is undecided on 
a major. 
.... Brc;1dley's Cc;1reeiiBe$iTl~es\ ·••·•· •··•·  
200 Free: l :48.73 
500 Free: 4:53.41 
1650Free: 16:53.49 
Ryan Brown 
Freshman 6-1 Free/Fly 
West Carrollton, OWWest Carrollton 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Pirates ... qualified for state in the 50 free his 
final three seasons ... four-time league champ in 
the 50 and 100 free and the lOOfly. 
Personal: Born Ryan James Brown on January 29, 1980 .. .is the son of 
James and Marsha Brown and has one brother. . .is majoring in market-
ing. 
Brown's Career Best Times 
100 Fly: . :53,0 
so Free: :21:5 
100 Free: :48.3 
Sheila Dalton 
Freshman 5-2 Diving 
Amelia, OH/Amelia 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Barons ... team captain and MVP as a senior as 
well as being named All-Queen City Confer­
ence, all-district and all-state. 
Personal: Born Sheila Nichole Dalton on December 17, 1979 .. .is the 
daughter of James and Georgia Dalton .. .is majoring in physical educa­
tion. 
Dalton's Career Best Times 
1 m. (6 dives): 235. 7 
1 m. (10 dives): 388 
3 m. (6 dives): 270 
Richard Greves 
Junior 6-2 Free/IM 
Davis, CA/Davis 
Before WSU: Competed two seasons for Ari­
zona State, where he was 10th in the 500 free at 
the Pac-lOmeet...was an all-league selection at 
Davis and an All-American in the 200 free . 
Personal: Born Richard J. Greves on July 30, 1977 .. .is the son of David 
and Sheri Neilson and has two brothers and two sisters .. .is majoring in 
operations management. 
RyanHeyob 
Freshman 6-1 Free 
Cincinnati, OH/Elder 
Prep: Finished first or second in the Greater 
Catholic League meet in the 50, 100, 200 and 
500 free events all four years ... named the GCL 
Swimmer of the Year ... two-year team MVP. 
Personal: Born Ryan Nicholas Heyob on August 24, 1979 .. .is the son 
of James Heyob and Catherine Heyob and has one sister .. .is undecided 
on a major. 
Heyob's career Best Times 
50 Free: :21.9 
100 Free: :47.3 
200 Free: 1 :44.9 
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TomHuber 
Freshman 5-9 Breast/IM 
Cincinnati, OH/Winton Woods 
Prep:1bree-yearteamMVP .. . qualifiedforstate 
in the 200 IM three times ... won seven Queen 
City Conference individual titles in four years ... 
co-captain as a senior. 
Personal: Born Thomas Joseph Huberon August 30, 1979 .. .is the son 
of William and Mary Huber and has one brother and one sister. . .is 
majoring in computer science. 
Matt Kirchner 
Freshman 6-1 Free 
Hamilton, OH/Ross 
Prep: Placed 16th in the lO0freeand 17th in the 
50 free as a senior at the state meet...holds 
school records in eight events .. . also lettered in 
track. 
Personal: Born Paul Matt Kirchneron December 14, 1979 .. .is the son 
of Paul and Teri Kirchner and has one sister. . .is majoring in computer 
engineering. 
Don Koenig 
Freshman 5-8 Free 
Columbia, MO/Hickman 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the 
Kewpies ... was an all-state selection as a junior 
and senior as team was state runner-up in 1998. 
Personal: Born Donald Paul Koenig on August 7, 1979 .. .is the son of 
Robert and Carol Koenig and has one brother .. .is majoring in film 
production. 
Kristopher MacKinlay 
Freshman 6-0 Breast/IM 
Ft. Lauderdale, FLNictorictoria Ocanpo 
Prep: U.S. citizen but attended high school in Bahia Blanca, 
Argentina ... junior national qualifier in the 100 and 200 breast...1997 
Argentinian national champion in the 100 and 200 breast. 
Personal: Born Kristopher K. MacKinlay on May 12, 1978 .. .is the son 
of Walter and Ines MacKinlay .. .is majoring in criminal justice. 
Warrick Mann 
Freshman 6-1 Diving 
Melbourne, Australia/Scotch 
Prep: Set Associated Public School league 
records ... selected all-state and All-Australian ... 
part of rugby team which toured New Zealand 
and faced England, Ireland and the U.S. 
Personal: Born Warrick David Bruce Mann on July 26, 1978 .. .is the 
son of Jon Mann and Leona Mann and has two brothers .. .is majoring 
in physical education. 
Melissa Schmidt 
Freshman 5-8 Back/Free 
Kenosha, Wl/fremper 
Prep: Qualified for the state meet in the 50 free 
and 100 back as a senior ... won league titles in 
the 100 back and 200 free as a senior.. .holds or 
is part of four school records. 
Personal: Born Melissa Beth Schmidt on May 2, 1980 .. .is the daughter 
of Barry and Mary Schmidt and has one sister .. .is majoring in chemis­
try. 
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Lindsay Schoettinger 
Junior 5-6 Free 
Englewood, OH/Northmont 
Before WSU: Attended Miami for two years 
before coming to WSU. 
Personal: Born Lindsay Lee Schoettinger on 
April 3, 1978 .. . is the daughter of Jim and Laurie Schoettinger and has 
one brother. .. is majoring in mathematics. 
i Sc~jtinger'$ Career Best Times 
.. · 27.5 
59.6 
Katie Scholl 
Freshman 5-5 Back/IM 
Springfield, OH/North 
Prep: Team MVP as a junior and team captain 
as a senior ... part of the 200 free relay team that 
set a school record ... also lettered in soccer and 
track. 
Personal: Born Katie Marie Scholl on March 29, 1980 .. .is the daughter 
of Mark and Gloria Scholl and has one brother and one sister. . .is 
majoring in nursing . 
. pS<;holiis Career Best Tlm~s 
JOOBock: i . 1:01.69 
t 200 Back:< ··•· ·•······· '> 2:1.3'. 89 i, 
200 IM: "7 2:17,67 
Jeremy Stiles 
Junior 6-0 Breast/IM 
Harrisburg, IL/Carterville 
Before WSU: Was an All-American in the400 
IM at John Brown University ... also was a na­
tional qualifier in the 200 and 400 IM, 200 
breast, 200 back and 1650 free ... set school 
records in the 400 IM, 200 breast and 200 IM. 
Personal: Born Jeremy Chad Stiles on January 11 , 1977 .. .is the son of 
Randall Stiles and Carol Stiles ... majoring in psychology. 
Stlles's Career Best Times 
200 Breast: 2:07 .8 
200 IM: 1 :54.4 
400 !M: 4:04.8 
Justin Thornton 
Sophomore 6-0 Back/IM 
Urbana, OH/Graham 
Before WSU: Attended Tennessee as a 
freshman ... was a state champion for Graham in 
the 100 back, setting a state record, and in the 
200IM. 
Personal: Born Justin Charles Thornton on October 1, 1977 .. .is the son 
of Samuel and Helga Thornton and has one brother. . .is majoring in 
sports medicine. 
Thornton's. Car~r .Jest Tlt"Qes 
100 Back: :47'.1 
200 Back: :44.0 
200.JM: 1 :47.3 
Stephanie Waldbillig 
Freshman 5-8 Fly 
Cincinnati, OH/Roger Bacon 
Prep: First Team All-Girls Greater Catholic 
League as a senior after being named to the 
second team twice ... placed first in the league 
meet in the 100 fly and 200 free as a senior. 
Personal: Born Stephanie Lynn W aldbillig on November 15, 1979 .. .is 
the daughter of Stephen and Michele W aldbillig and has one 
brother. .. majoring in early childhood education. 
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MIDWESTERN COLLEGIATE CONFERENCE 
began in 1979. Originally formed as a men's sports 
league, the conference added women's athletics in 
1986-87. League members continue to advocate 
competitive athletics as a valuable educational ex­
perience and as an important component in the 
process of higher education. 
The MCC features both public and private insti­
tutions committed to fielding a broad-based NCAA 
Division I athletics program that develops physical 
fitness, academic development 
and moral character in its stu­
dent-athletes. Among the 
MCC's established operating 
principles are efforts to main­
tain integrity, gender equity, aca­
demic excellence and fiscal re­
sponsibility in the athletics en-MIDWESTERN COLLEGIATE CONFERENCE 
The Midwestern Collegiate Conference enters
into its 20th campaign poised to build upon a strong
foundation of institutions with a tradition of broad­
based programs, led by administrators and coaches
who place a constant emphasis on academic integ­
rity. The MCC continues to strive to maintain the
goals and objectives necessary to achieve national
prominence as a top 10 Division I athletics confer­
ence. 
 
 
 
 
 
The MCC has established 
specific goals for upgrading the 
league's market and competi­
tive positions, with an eye to­
ward continually enhancing the 
student-athlete experience. The 
conference has a commitment 
to engage both its staff and 
member-institution administra-
tors and students to serve on national-level commit­
tees. The conference is an affiliation of eight 
institutions with similar athletics goals that provides 
stability and major-market exposure. 
MCC markets, including five of the country's top 
32 television areas, cover over nine million TV 
households and encompass more than nine per­
cent of the nation's television audience. The mem­
ber institutions are generally located in major met­
ropolitan areas and benefit from the business, cul­
tural, educational and entertainment resources avail­
able to the university community. 
The MCC is anchored in a solid tradition that 
terprise. 
Best known for its men's basketball success, the 
MCC offers a total of 18 different championship 
sports (nine for men and nine for women). These 
numbers include the most recent addition of out­
door track and field, which celebrated its inaugural 
season in 1998. The league enjoys NCAA auto­
matic qualification or play-in access in baseball, 
men's basketball, women's basketball, men's soc­
cer, women's soccer, softball and volleyball. The 
conference and its members have established 
ambitious goals for these "target priority" programs 
and continue to pursue national prominence in 
each. 
1998 MCC CHAMPIONSHIPS FINAL STANDINGS 
MEN 
1. Cleveland State 698.5 
2. Wisconsin-Milwaukee 661 .5 
3. Wright State 654 
4. Wisconsin-Green Bay 531 
5. Illinois-Chicago 483 
6. Butler 198 
WOMEN 
1. Wisconsin-Green Bay 899 
2. Wright State 648 
3. Wisconsin-Milwaukee 588 
4. Illinois-Chicago 442 
5. Butler 303 
6. Cleveland State 284 
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50 Freestyle 
25.01 
25.06 
100 Freestyle 
53 .69 
54.72 
200 Freestyle 
I :54.90 
1:57 .05 
500 Freestyle 
5:00.32 
5:05.40 
1000 Freestyle 
10:28.38 
10:42.87 
1650 Freestyle 
17:11.03* 
17:49.66 
100 Backstroke 
58 .86 
59.71 
200 Backstroke 
2:06.86 
2:13.80 
Sarah Green 
Georgina Williams 
Sarah Green 
Georgina Williams 
Kristin Cusimano 
Georgina Williams 
Kristin Cusimano 
Ellen Musk 
Kristin Cusimano 
Mindy Ickes 
Kristin Cusimano 
Ellen Musk 
Chasi Riley 
Christie Rieskamp 
Christie Rieskamp 
Chasi Riley 
100 Breaststroke 
1:05 .75 Julie Graham 
1:09.65 Mindy Ickes 
200 Breaststroke 
2:21.88 Jul ie Graham 
2:28.63 Mindy Ickes 
1 00 Butterfly 
58.76 Chasi Riley 
58.84 Ellen Musk 
200 Butterfly 
2:08 .97 Ellen Musk 
2:10.54 Kaisa Selesniemi 
200 Individual Medley 
2:07.70 Chasi Riley 
2:08.80 Julie Graham 
400 Individual Medley 
4:38 .86 Kaisa Selesniemi 
4:41.08 Georgina Williams 
One-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
225.15 Jennifer Buckley 
189.82 Mindy VanDuyne 
One-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
298 .75 Jennifer Buckley 
256.25 Mindy VanDuyne 
Three-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
220.05 Jennifer Buckley 
207 .50 Mindy VanDuyne 
Three-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
393 .30 Jennifer Buckley 
295 .60 Mindy VanDuyne 
200 Freestyle Relay 
1:38.92 Williams, Green, Riley , Musk 
400 Freestyle Relay 
3:37 .33 Riley , Green, Cusimano, Musk 
800 Freestyle Relay 
7:50.53 Cusimano, Green, Ickes, Musk 
200 Medley Relay 
MCC 
Ball State 
MCC 
LSU & WKU 
MCC 
LSU & WKU 
MCC 
MCC 
Eastern Michigan 
Eastern Michigan 
MCC 
Miami Classic 
MCC 
MCC 
Miami Classic 
LSU & WKU 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
Xavier 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati 
Miami Classic 
MCC 
Kenyon 
Cincinnati 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
1:49.74 Riley , Graham, Musk, Rieskamp MCC 
400 Medley Relay 
3:56.80 Rieskamp, Graham, Riley , Green MCC 
1997-98 TEAM TOP PERFORMANCES 
MEN 
50 Freestyle 
21.09 Jason Rieskamp MCC 
22.41 Greg Snyder Miami Classic 
100 Freestyle 
45 .17 Jason Rieskamp MCC 
47.01 Erik Spieler MCC 
200 Freestyle 
1:40.80 Jason Rieskamp MCC 
I :41.89 Adam Cicora MCC 
500 Freestyle 
4:36.43 Erik Spieler MCC 
4:37 .64 Greg Snyder MCC 
1000 Freestyle 
9:44.69 Erik Spieler MCC 
9:47 .81 Tony Taphorn MCC 
1650 Freestyle 
16:11.05 Erik Spieler MCC 
16:11.50 Tony Taphorn MCC 
100 Backstroke 
51.01 Carter Irvin MCC 
55 .08 Josh Wheeler Wittenberg 
200 Backstroke 
1:51.56 Carter Irvin MCC 
1:51.58 Josh Wheeler MCC 
100 Breaststroke 
57.81 Mike Besco MCC 
1:02.30 Craig Mcconkey Miami Classic 
200 Breaststroke 
2:04.78 Mike Besco MCC 
2:08.88 Craig Mcconkey MCC 
100 Butterfly 
50.17 Greg Snyder MCC 
51.88 Eric Wentzel MCC 
200 Butterfly 
1:50.18#* Josh Wheeler MCC 
I :51.90 Greg Snyder MCC 
200 Individual Medley 
1:54.10 Craig Mcconkey MCC 
I :58 .58 Josh Wheeler Wittenberg 
400 Individual Medley 
3:59 .51 Josh Wheeler 
4:03 .33 Craig McConkey 
One-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
250.95 Brian Berkey 
One-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
376.25 Brian Berkey 
Three-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
239.25 Brian Berkey 
Three-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
395.35 Brian Berkey 
200 Freestyle Relay 
1:24.50 Rieskamp, Snyder, Cicora, Spieler 
400 Freestyle Relay 
3:08 .67 Spieler, Cicora, Wentzel, Irvin 
800 Freestyle Relay 
6:48.59 Rieskamp, Cicora, Snyder, Spieler 
200 Medley Relay 
1:33 .06 Irvin, Besco, Snyder, Rieskamp 
400 Medley Relay 
3:22.22 Irvin, Besco, Snyder, Rieskamp 
MCC 
MCC 
Cincinnati 
MCC 
Cincinnati 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
MCC 
* WSU School Record 
# MCC Meet Record 
$ WSU Pool Record 
W O MEN 
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ACADEMIC HONORS 
J\rah-£mic Jis,fuimming 
'([foam 
~<lJ:J\J\ ~i6ision I ~fnimming a:nb ~i6ing '<Ilea:m 
Thi"' i~ to cenify tha1 
With a 3. 03 team grade point average, the 
1997-98 Wright State womens swimming 
and diving team was honored for its aca­
demic excellence by being selected as an 
Academic Swimming Team by the College 
Swimming Coaches Association of 
America. It was the sixth straight year in 
which the Raiders received such an honor. 
Thirteen Raiders return this year to continue Wright State's tradition of academic excellence. Pictured above 
are (front row, left to right) Ellen Musk, Kaisa Selesniemi, Suji Allen, Stephanie Besco, Chasi Riley, Marianne 
Wilson and (back row, left to right) Kristin Cusimano, Alicia Duffey, Julie Graham, Mindy VanDuyne, Sarah 
Wiseman, Mindy Ickes and Sarah Green. 
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SCHOOL AND POOL RECORDS MEN 
50 Freestyle 
WSU: 
Pool: 
100 Freestyle 
WSU: 
Pool: 
200 Freestyle 
WSU: 
20.28 
21.11 
44.47 
45 .67 
I :39.23 
Scott Gregory 
Scott Gregory (Wright State) 
Scott Gregory 
H. Woods (Oakland) 
Tim O'Neill 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1989 
1993 
Pool: 
500 Freestyle 
WSU: 
I :41.80 
4:28.49 
Tim O'Neill (Wright State) 
Scott Troutwine 
1993 
1988 
Pool: 
1000 Freestyle 
WSU: 
4:34.09 
9:26 .15 
M . Leonard (Eastern Michigan) 
Darren Heidenreich 
1997 
1996 
Pool : 
1650 Freestyle 
WSU: 
9:33 .39 
15:40.86 
Darren Heidenreich (Wright State) 
Darren Heidenreich 
1996 
1996 
Pool: 
100 Backstroke 
15 :50.69 J. Hudepohl (Marlins) 1990 
WSU: 49 .07 Jason Schwartz 1996 
Pool: 
200 Backstroke 
50.70 J. Vitazka (Cincinnati) 1997 
WSU: 
Pool : 
100 Breaststroke 
1:47.94 
I :50.19 
Jim Josberger 
J. Vitazka (Cincinnati) 
1992 
1997 
WSU: 55 .92 Tim Jurs 1985 
Pool: 
200 Breaststroke 
56.43 J. Marrs (Louisiana State) 1998 
WSU: 2:00.81 Tim Jurs 1985 
Pool: 
100 Butterfly 
WSU: 
2:06.57 
48 .54 
Stuart Wells (Wright State) 
Jason Schwartz 
1997 
1997 
Pool: 
200 Butterfly 
WSU: 
50.64 
1:50.18 
R. Pineda (Louisiana State) 
Josh Wheeler 
1998 
1998 
Pool: 
200 Individual Medley 
WSU: 
1:52.82 
1:52.16 
P. Monteiro (Kenyon) 
Stuart Wells 
1998 
1996 
Pool: 
400 Individual Medley 
WSU: 
1:51.65 
4:00.08 
J. Vitazka (Cincinnati) 
Stuart Wells 
1997 
1995 
Pool : 
One-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU: 
4:01.75 
305.55 
S. Blatt (Dayton Raiders) 
Rick Miller 
1982 
1983 
Pool : 
One-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
WSU: 
325 .00 
514.10 
D. Garrow (Ball State) 
J .R. Geraci 
1997 
1987 
Pool : 
Three-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU: 
522.15 
326.33 
C. Lacurto (Clarion) 
Rick Miller 
1984 
1983 
Pool : 333 .60 
Three-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
WSU: 566.00 
D. Keener (Ball State) 
J.R. Geraci 
1983 
1986 
Pool: 
200 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 
Pool : 
400 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 
Pool: 
800 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 
Pool: 
200 Medley Relay 
WSU: 
Pool: 
400 Medley Relay 
WSU: 
Pool : 
555 .75 
l :22.96 
l :26.05 
3:01.95 
3:08.30 
6:44 .32 
6:59.77 
1 :32 .25 
1:36.09 
3:22.13 
3:25.53 
C. Lacurto (Clarion) 
Schwartz, Dryer, Romera, Rieskam(l 
Howell, Ferguson, Kearney , Wenz Kenyon) 
O'Neill, Schwartz, Romera, Heidenreich 
Woods, Rogowski, Mcllquham, Kovac (Oakland) 
O' Neill , Wells, Mcconkey, Heidenreich 
O' Neill, Literhland, Gale , Josberger (Wright State) 
Schwartz, Dryer, Snyder, Rieskamp 
Schwartz, Dryer, Snyder, Rieskamp (Wright State) 
Josberger, Radel, Litherland, Gregory 
Satterly, Marrs, Pineda, Greer (Louisiana State) 
1984 
1997 
1990 
1995 
1991 
1995 
1993 
1997 
1997 
1992 
1998 
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I l SCHOOL AND POOL RECORDS WOMEN 
50 Freestyle 
WSU: 23.23 Amanda Dieter 1993 
Pool: 23 .24 J. Gallagher (Ball State) 1997 
100 Freestyle 
WSU: 50.69 Amanda Dieter 1993 
Pool: 51.01 J. Gallagher (Ball State) 1997 
200 Freestyle 
WSU: 1 :52.58 Rowena Howell 1993 
Pool : 1:51.47 A. Berzins (Centerville) 1984 
500 Freestyle 
WSU: 4:58.53 Karen Bresser 1992 
Pool : 4:54.61 N. Nemet (Marlins) 1984 
1000 Freestyle 
WSU: 10:19.08 Kristin Cusimano 1995 
Pool : 10: 15.21 J. McLeod (Cincinnati) 1997 
1650 Freestyle 
WSU: 17:11.03 Kristin Cusimano 1998 
Pool : 17: 19.45 A. Lochard (Oakland) 1992 
100 Backstroke 
WSU: 55.91 Amanda Dieter 1993 
Pool : 58.40 M . Kiefer (Oakland) 1992 
200 Backstroke 
WSU: 2:02 .22 Kar&I' Stubbs 1988 
Pool: 2:06.30 M. urphy (Cincinnati) & C. Rieskamp (Wright State) 1995/1997 
100 Breaststroke 
WSU: 1 :04.44 StePihanie Besco 1996 
Pool: 1:04.41 F. indly (Louisiana State) 1993 
200 Breaststroke 
WSU: 2: 19.41 Ke]~ Leaman 1994 
Pool: 2:22.72 M. chroeder (Marlins) 1992 
100 Butterfly 
WSU: 58.25 1991 Heather Port 
Pool: 58 .15 S. Kieley ( iami) 1993 
200 Butterfly 
WSU: 2:03 .87 Janelle Hite 1993 
Pool: 2:06.83 V. Svensson (Cincinnati) 1997 
200 Individual Medley 
WSU: 2:04 .26 Janelle Hite 1993 
Pool: 2:07.64 C. Pattesson (Bowling Green) 1993 
400 Individual Medley 
WSU: 4:23.23 Janelle Hite 1993 
Pool: 4:29.69 Janelle Hite (Wright State) 1993 
One-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU: 290.18 Karen Lesh 1997 
Pool: 279.52 Karen Lesh (Wright State) 1995 
One-Meter Dive (10 dives) 
WSU: 504.95 Am~ Hutchinson 1996 
Pool: 428.30 C. inneran (Ohio State) 1976 
Three-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU: 311.47 Karen Lesh 1997 
Pool: 314.47 A. Culpepper (Louisiana State) 1998 
Three-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
WSU: 601.80 Karen Lesh 1996 
Pool: 502.45 C. Finneran (Ohio State) 1976 
200 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 1 :36.57 Fott, Dieter, Good(easter, Eck 1994 
Pool : 1:39.35 Dieter, Gilb, Cros ey, Kuehling (Wright State) 1990 
400 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 3:29.41 Crosley, Hite, Dieter, Goodpaster 1993 
Pool : 3:35 .77 McClay, Andrews, Pheasant, Cox (Cincinnati) 1990 
800 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 7:38.46 Hite , Howell, Dieter, Goodbster 1993 
Pool : 7:53.67 Strini, Svensson, McLeod, lsson (Cincinnati) 1997 
200 Medley Relay 
WSU: 1:46.77 Stubbs, Boi, Kimbton, Gilb 1988 
Pool: 1:49 .52 Rieskamp, esco, oodrich, Fott (Wright State) 1995 
400 Medley Relay 
WSU: 3:52.79 Crosley , Hite , Dieter, Leaman 1993 
Pool: 3:57.40 Miami University 1993 
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AWARDS 
RAIDER AW ARD 
Men Women 
1997-98 Eric Wentzel Suji Allen 
1996-97 Ike Dryer, Mike Besco Ellen Musk 
1995-96 Bob Ball Ellen Musk 
1994-95 Ike Dryer Karen Lesh 
1993-94 Brian Gross Lana Goodrich 
1992-93 Darren Heidenreich Rhonda Goodpaster 
1991-92 B.J. Isbrandt Shanna Crosley 
1990-91 Scott Egbers Julie Huston 
1989-90 Jeremy Humble Jackie Wallace 
1988-89 Ryan Roshong Jennifer Huston 
1987-88 Mark Brinkmiller Katie Nuss 
1986-87 J.R. Geraci Anne Niemeyer 
1985-86 Dan Schutte Karen Kimpton 
1984-85 Tim Jurs Mary Rita Walsh 
1983-84 Rick Hayhow Mary Rita Walsh 
1982-83 J.R. Geraci Eileen Moriarty 
1981-82 Scott Jurs Jenni Daum 
1980-81 Jim Bennett The Women 's 
Swimming Team 
1979-80 Bob Shadwick Cindy Janke 
1978-79 Jerry Lambdin Maria Miniaci 
1977-78 Toby Boedeker Leslie Mackey 
1976-77 Jerry Lambdin Carole Ivan 
MOST VALUABLE 
Men Women 
1997-98 Jason Rieskamp Julie Graham 
1996-97 Stuart Wells Karen Lesh 
1995-96 Darren Heidenreich Lana Goodrich 
1994-95 Darren Heidenreich Amy Hutchinson 
1993-94 Tim O'Neill Amanda Dieter 
1992-93 Jim Josberger Amanda Dieter 
1991-92 Scott Gregory Janelle Hite 
1990-91 Scott Gregory Janelle Hite 
1989-90 Scott Gregory Janelle Hite 
1988-89 Chris Dieter Leigh Gilb 
1987-88 Scott Troutwine Anne Hayhow 
1986-87 Scott Troutwine Annika Borg 
1985-86 Scott Troutwine Karen Kimpton 
1984-85 Scott Troutwine Eileen Moriarty 
1983-84 Rick Miller Robin Conley 
Val Staley 
1982-83 Jim Fox Robin Conley 
1981-82 Bret Barbiea Patti Coots Dock 
1980-81 Jim Fox Robin Conley 
1979-80 Geoff Georgopoulos Laura Fox 
1978-79 Mark McKinley Barb Tisch 
1977-78 Mark McKinley Carole Ivan 
1976-77 Doug Moyse Barb Tisch 
1975-76 John Verdin Mindy Mayhew 
Barb Tisch 
1974-75 Tom Dries Barb Woodrow 
MOST IMPROVED 
Men Women 
1997-98 
1996-97 
1995-96 
1994-95 
1993-94 
Craig McConkey 
Brian Gross 
Brian Gross 
Trip Breen 
Darren Heidenreich 
Christie Rieskamp 
Stephanie Besco 
Lori Canty 
Karen Bresser 
Karen Bresser 
1992-93 Mike Litherland Julie Huston 
1991-92 Mike Litherland Jennifer Huston 
1990-91 Chris Dieter Jennifer Huston 
1989-90 J.P. Mauri Jennifer Huston 
1988-89 
1987-88 
1986-87 
1985-86 
1984-85 
1983-84 
1982-83 
1981-82 
1980-81 
1979-80 
Paul Schrieber 
Mike Brossart 
Rick Hayhow 
Ralph Clark 
Steve Hayhow 
Steve Hayhow 
Ralph Clark 
Craig Hunter 
Bret Barbiea 
Bret Barbiea 
Annika Borg 
Barb Hojnacki 
Barb Hojnacki 
Eileen Moriarty 
Dena Shumar 
Cheryl Johanni 
Eileen Moriarty 
Patti Coots Dock 
Robin Conley 
Laura Fox 
1978-79 
1977-78 
1976-77 
Doug Moyse 
Toby Boedeker 
Tom Dries 
Laura Fox 
Patti Williams 
Patti Williams 
1975-76 Phil Rinehart Heidi Dabbelt 
1974-75 Rene Paschal Cynthia McKenzie 
CONFERENCE AW ARDS 
Midwestern Collegiate Conference 
1998 Jason Rieskamp, Outstanding Swimmer of the Meet 
Kristin Cusimano, Outstanding Swimmer of the Meet 
Josh Wheeler, Newcomer of the Year 
1997 Jared Bitner, Outstanding Diver of the Meet 
Karen Lesh, Outstanding Diver of the Meet 
Jason Schwartz, Outstanding Swimmer of the Meet 
Matt Liddy, Women' s Coach of the Year 
1996 Kristin Cusimano, Newcomer of the Year 
Darren Heidenreich, Outstanding Performer of the 
Year 
Matt Liddy, Men' s Co-Coach of the Year 
Matt Liddy, Women 's Coach of the Year 
1995 Amy Hutchinson, Diver of the Year 
Mid-Continent Conference 
1994 Amy Hutchinson, Diver of the Year 
Matt Liddy, Women's Coach of the Year 
1993 Amanda Dieter, Swimmer of the Year 
Jim Josberger, Co-Swimmer of the Year 
Jodi Train, Diver of the Year 
Matt Liddy, Women 's Coach of the Year 
1992 Scott Gregory, Swimmer of the Year 
Matt Liddy, Men' s Coach of the Year 
North Star Conference 
1992 Janelle Hite, Swimmer of the Year 
Jodi Train, Diver of the Year 
Matt Liddy, Coach of the Year 
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ALL-TIME CONFERENCE RESULTS 
MEN 2. WRIGHT STATE 529 
3. Illinois-Chicago 497 
1993 
1. Western Illinois 714 
2. WRIGHT STATE 699 
3. Northern Illinois 454 
1992 
1. WRIGHT STATE 795.5 
2. Western Illinois 683.5 
3. Northern Illinois 660 
1996 
1. WRIGHT STATE 888 
2. Northern Illinois 721 
3. UW-Green Bay 633 
1995 
1. Notre Dame 749 
2. WRIGHT STATE 613 
3. Northern Illinois 552 
Mid-Continent Conference 
1994 
1. WRIGHT STATE 701.5 
2. UW-Green Bay 596 
3. Northern Illinois 591.5 
1993 
1. WRIGHT STATE 807 
2. Cleveland State 480 
3. Northern Illinois 452.5 
North Star Conference 
1992 
1. WRIGHT STATE 875 
2. Northern Illinois 643 
3. Valparaiso 438 
Midwestern Collegiate Conference 
1998 
1. Cleveland State 698.5 
2. UW-Mil waukee 661.5 
3. WRIGHT STATE 654 
1997 
1. WRIGHT STATE 762.5 
2. Cleveland State 644 
3. UW-Green Bay 534.5 
1996 
1. WRIGHT STATE 597.5 
2. UW-Green Bay 564 
3. Cleveland State 549 
1995 
1. La Salle 642.5 
2. WRIGHT STATE 596 
3. Notre Dame 506 
Mid-Continent Conference 
1994 
1. Western Illinois 714 
WOMEN 
Midwestern Collegiate Conference 
1998 
1. UW-Green Bay 899 
2. WRIGHT STATE 648 
3. UW-Milwaukee 588 
1997 
1. WRIGHT STATE 837 
2. UW-Green Bay 671.5 
3. Northern Illinois 644.5 
RAIDER ALL-AMERICANS 
These athletes' names are followed by the number of times and years they earned All-American honors. 
Men 
Scott Troutwine, 14, 1985-87; RickHayhow, 12, 1984-87; Jim Fox, 11, 1981-83; Steve Hayhow, 9, 1985-86; Joe 
Boda, 9, 1985-87; Bret Barbiea, 4, 1981-82; J.R. Geraci, 4, 1983, 1985, 1987; Scott Jurs, 4, 1982-83; Rick Miller, 
4, 1981, 1983-84;TimJurs,3, 1985;MarkMcKinley,3, 1979-80;BradCarpenter,2, 1987;ChrisDieter,2, 1987; 
Doug Kellerstrass, 2, 1987; Mike Mowry, 2, 1982; A.J. Wynkoop, 2, 1986; Paul Bierman, 1, 1984; Mike Cherwenka, 
1, 1986; Mike Jacob, 1, 1984; Dave Sanna, 1, 1982; Geoff Troup, 1, 1980. 
Women 
Val Staley, 22, 1981-84; Robin Conley, 21, 1981-84; Chris Lauer, 14, 1980-83; Laura Fox, 12, 1979-80; Karen 
Kimpton, 10, 1986-87;EileenMoriarty, 10, 1983-86;AnnikaBorg,8, 1986-87;PattiCootsDock,8, 1979-82;Barb 
Hojnacki, 7, 1986-87; MariaMiniaci, 7, 1976, 1979; Lynn Rathbone, 7, 1980-81; Barb Titsch, 7, 1976, 1979; Beth 
Bankemper, 6, 1981-83; Mindy Mayhew, 5, 1976, 1980; Kim Wilkinson, 5, 1986-87; Anne Niemeyer, 4, 1986-
87; Jean Westhover,4, 1979-80; Jenni Daum, 3, 1981-84; CherylJohanni, 3, 1983;MaryBethPrice, 3, 1980; Kelley 
Dickey, 2, 1979; Kathy Hojnacki, 2, 1983-84; Kathy Jenkins, 2, 1986; Sally Meinert, 2, 1979; Barbara Woodrow, 
2, 1975-76; Kelley Brown, 1, 1984; Lauri Hadley, 1, 1980; Cindy Janke, 1, 1981; Lesley Mackey, 1, 1979; Mistie 
Mossor, 1, 1987; Debbie Price, 1, 1982; Dena Shumar, 1, 1985. 
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CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS-MEN 
.Midwestern Collegiate Conference 
1998 
Mike Besco, 200 Breast, 2:04.78 
Carter Irvin, 100 Back, 51.01 
Carter Irvin, 200 Back, 1 :51 .56 
Jason Rieskamp, 100 Free, 45.17 
Jason Rieskamp, 200 Free, 1:40.80 
Josh Wheeler, 200 Fly, 1:50.18 * 
Josh Wheeler, 400 IM, 3:59.51 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:22.22 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1:33.06 
800 Free Relay Team, 6:48.59 
1997 
Jared Bitner, 3m. Dive, 476.30 
Jason Schwartz, 100 Fly, 48.54 * 
Jason Schwartz, 100 Back, 49.10 * 
Jason Schwartz, 200 Back, 1 :50.15 
Stuart Wells, 200 Breast, 2:03.60 
200 Free Relay Team, 1:22.96 * 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1 :32.25 * 
1996 
Darren Heidenreich, 200 Free, 1:41.10 
Darren Heidenreich, 500 Free, 4:32.54 
Darren Heidenreich, 1650 Free, 15:40.86 
Jason Schwartz, 100 Back, 50.58 
Jason Schwartz, 200 Back, 1:50.76 
Stuart Wells, 200 Breast, 2:02.41 * 
Jason Schwartz, 100 Fly, 49.63 
Stuart Wells, 200 IM, 1:52.16 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1:32.44 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:23.60 
1995 
Jim Dixon, 3m. Dive, 498.65 
Darren Heidenreich, 500 Free, 4:32.99 
Darren Heidenreich, 1650 Free, 15:54.40 
Jason Schwartz, 100 Back, 49.61 
Jason Schwartz, 200 Back, 1:49.98 
Stuart Wells, 200 Breast, 2:03.34 
400 Free Relay Team, 3:01.95 * 
800 Free Relay Team, 6:44.32 * 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1:32.42 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:23.25 
Mid-Continent Conference 
1994 
Jim Josberger, 200 Back, 1 :50.14 
1993 
Doug Gale, 500 Free, 4:32.45 
Doug Gale, 1650 Free, 15:58.24 
Jim Josberger, 100 Back, 50.80 
Jim Josberger, 200 Back, 1 :48.85 
Tim O'Neill, 100 Free, 45.47 
800 Free Relay Team, 6:44.74 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1:33.23 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:23.09 
1992 
Doug Gale, 1650 Free, 15:59.42 
Scott Gregory, 50 Free, 20.41 
Scott Gregory, 100 Free, 44.47 
Scott Gregory, 200 Free, 1:39.37 
Jim Josberger, 100 Back, 50.96 
Jim Josberger, 200 Back, 1 :49 .34 
Mike Litherland, 100 Fly, 50.59 
Mike Litherland, 200 Fly, 1:52.02 
Chris Palmer, 400 IM, 4:06.41 
Todd Radel, 100 Breast, 56.87 
Todd Radel, 200 Breast, 2:04.13 
400 Free Relay Team, 3:02.50 
800 Free Relay Team, 6:48.56 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:32.13 
* Indicates existing conference record 
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CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS-WOMEN 
Midwestern Collegiate Conference 
1998 
Kristin Cusimano, 200 Free, 1 :54.90 
Kristin Cusimano, 500 Free, 5:00.32 
Kristin Cusimano, 1650 Free, 17: 11.03 
Julie Graham, 200 Breast, 2:21.88 
Chasi Riley, 200 IM, 2:07 .70 
1997 
Kristin Cusimano, 500 Free, 5:01.68 
Kristin Cusimano, 1650 Free, 17: 18.26 
Christie Rieskamp, 200 Back, 2:05.19 
Stephanie Besco, 100 Breast, 1:05.06 
Julie Graham, 200 Breast, 2:22.15 
Ellen Musk, 200 Fly, 2:07.64 
Julie Graham, 200 IM, 2:08.67 
Julia Gaynor, 400 IM, 4:35.71 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1 :48.58 
400 Medley Relay Team, 4:35.71 
Amy Hutchinson, lm. Dive, 423.50 * 
Karen Lesh, 3m. Dive, 517.00 
1996 
Kristin Cusimano, 500 Free, 5:01.06 
Kristin Cusimano, 1650 Free, 17: 11.50 
Lana Goodrich, 200 Back, 2:05.70 
Stephanie Besco, 100 Breast, 1:04.44 * 
Julie Graham, 200 Breast, 2:21.03 * 
Ellen Musk, 200 Fly, 2:08.39 
Julie Graham, 200 IM, 2:07 .34 
Julia Gaynor, 400 IM, 4:35.33 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1:47.23 * 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:55.26 
200 Free Relay Team, 1:37.26 * 
Amy Hutchinson, lm. Dive, 392.95 
Amy Hutchinson, 3m. Dive, 520.05 * 
1995 
Amy Hutchinson, lm. Dive, 401.50 
Karen Lesh, 3m. Dive, 479.70 
200 Free Relay Team, 1 :37 .63 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1 :48.92 
* Indicates existing conference record 
Mid-Continent Conference 
1994 
Karen Bresser, 200 Free, 1 :54.90 
Karen Bresser, 1650 Free, 17:32.92 
Amanda Dieter, 50 Free, 23.28 
Amanda Dieter, 100 Free, 52.10 
Amanda Dieter, 100 Back, 57.64 
Amy Hutchinson, 3m. Dive, 445 .2 
Kelly Leaman, 100 Breast, 1 :05.61 
Kelly Leaman, 200 Breast, 2:23.48 
Jodi Train, lm. Dive, 386.35 
200 Free Relay Team, 1 :36.57 
800 Free Relay Team, 7:51.28 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1:47.82 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:54.56 
1993 
Karen Bresser, 1650 Free, 17 :24.24 
Amanda Dieter, 50 Free, 23.49 
Amanda Dieter, 100 Free, 51.33 
Amanda Dieter, 100 Back, 55.91 
Janelle Hite, 200 IM, 2:04.26 
Janelle Hite, 400 IM, 4:24.41 
Janelle Hite, 200 Fly, 2:03.87 
Rowena Howell, 200 Free, 1 :53.36 
Kelly Leaman, 100 Breast, 1 :05.04 
Kelly Leaman, 200 Breast, 2:20.79 
Jodi Train, lm. Dive, 411.95 
Jodi Train, 3m. Dive, 440.60 
200 Free Relay Team, 1:37.36 
400 Free Relay Team, 3:29.41 
800 Free Relay Team, 7:38.46 
200 Medley Relay Team, 1:47.43 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:52.79 
North Star Conference 
1992 
Karen Bresser, 200 Free, 1:54.10 
Karen Bresser, 500 Free, 4:58.53 
Karen Bresser, 1650 Free, 17:32.67 
Janelle Hite, 200 Fly, 2:04.01 
Janelle Hite, 200 IM, 2:06.65 
Janelle Hite, 400 IM, 4:24.15 
Heather Pope, 100 Fly, 58.56 
Jodi Train, lm. Dive, 378.6 
Jodi Train, 3m. Dive, 425.20 
Melissa Troyer, 200 Breast, 2:25.29 
800 Free Relay, 7:41.26 
400 Medley Relay Team, 3:57.05 
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1999 DIVISION I QUALIFY ING STANDARDS 
MEN WOMEN 
19.80 20.39 50 Freestyle 22.78 23.46 
200 Freestyle 
1650 Freestyle 
200 Butterfly 
200 Backstroke 
200 Breaststroke 
1 :47.58 1:50.80 
16:20.68 16:50.10 
2:00.09 2:03.69 
1:58.19 2:01.73 
2:14.16 2: 18.18 
3:49.48 3:56.36 400 Individual Medley 4:17.34 4:25.06 
2:55 .37 3:00.63 400 Freestyle Relay 3:19.16 3:25.13 
1:27.96 
; 3: 12t29.. 
310.00 
· 480:00 
430.00 
618.00 
•••\iSS••••••••• • 
200 Medley Relay 1 :41.48 
1 m. Diving (DuaD 255.00 
270.00 
325.00 
1998-99 Swimming and Diving Captains 
Left to Right: Seniors Greg Snyder, Julie Graham, 
Stephanie Besco and Erik Spieler 
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1998-99 Wo01en's Swi0101ing and Diving 
, ... 
Front Row (Left to Right): Ellen Musk, Katie Scholl, Stephanie Besco, Kaisa Selesniemi, Suji Allen, 
Chrissy Johnson, Chasi Riley, Marianne Wilson, Lindsay Schoettinger. 
Back Row (Left to Right): Mindy VanDuyne, Stephanie Waldbillig, Kristin Cusimano, Melissa Schmidt, 
Sarah Wiseman, Sarah Green, Mindy Ickes, Alicia Duffey, Noelle Bailey, Julie Graham. 
1998-99 Men's Swi01nrlng and Diving 
-• 
Front Row (Left to Right): Matt Kirchner, Jared Bickel, Jason Schwartz, Ben Canini, Don Koenig, 
Tom Huber, Scott Bradley, Justin Thornton, Mike Besco. 
Back Row (Left to Right): Erik Spieler, Warrick Mann, Richard Greves, Greg Snyder, Ryan Brown, 
Jason Rieskamp, Adam Cicora, Jon Averyt, Jeremy Stiles, Tony Taphorn. 
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